Listing of Fractured Fairy Tales
(7/22/2014)

BE KIND TO YOUR MOTHER (EARTH) AND BLAME IT ON THE WOLF by Douglas Love 812.54 L897bb
BETSY WHO CRIED WOLF by Gail Carson Levine 028.5 L665bc
BEWARE OF THE BEARS by Alan MacDonald 028.5 M135bw
BOOK OF ENCHANTMENTS by Patricia Wrede 808.83 W944be
BOOK THAT JACK WROTE by Jon Scieszka 811.54 S416jw
BOOTMAKER AND THE ELVES, THE by Susan Lowell 028.5 L917be
BRIAR ROSE by Jane Yolen 813 Y54br
CINDERELLA PENGUIN OR THE LITTLE GLASS FLIPPER by Janet Perlman 028.5 P451cp
CINDERELLA’S RAT by Susan Meddaugh 028.5 M488cr
CINDER-ELLY by Frances Minters 028.5 M667ci
COWBOY AND THE BLACK-EYED PEA by Tony Johnston 028.5 J73cb
DEEP IN THE FOREST by Brinton Turkle 028.5 T939dp
EMILY AND THE ENCHANTED FROG by H. Griffith 028.5 G853ee
FANNY’S DREAM by Caralyn Buehner 028.5 B928fd
FROG PRINCE: RETOLD WITH A TWIST by Alix Berenzy 028.5 B489fp
FROG PRINCE CONTINUED, THE by Jon Scieszka 028.5 S416pc
GIANT AND THE BEANSTALK by Diane Stanley 028.5 S787gb
GINGERBREAD BOY, THE by Richard Egielski 028.5 E29gb
GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS by James Marshall 398.2094 M368go
GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE DINOSAURS by Mo Willems 028.5 W699gd
GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE HARES by Heidi Petach 028.5 P477gt
GOLDILOCKS RETURNS by Lisa Ernst 028.5 E71gr
I KNOW AN OLD LADY WHO SWALLOWED A PIE by Alison Jackson 028.5 J12pi
JIM AND THE BEANSTALK by Raymond Briggs 028.5 B854ji
KATE AND THE BEANSTALK by Mary Pope Osborne 028.5 O81ka
KING BOB’S NEW CLOTHES by Dom De Luise 028.5 D366kb
LITTLE RED COWBOY HAT by Susan Lowell 028.5 L917tc
LITTLE RED HEN (MAKES A PIZZA) by Philemon Sturges 028.5 S935li
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD by John S. Goodall 398.2094 G646ir
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD by Lisa Cambell Ernst 028.5 E71oo
MULE EGGS by Cynthia DeFelice 028.5 D313me
ONCE UPON A GOLDEN APPLE by Jean Little and Maggie de Vries 028.5 L778og
PAPER BAG PRINCESS by Robert Munsch 028.5 M969pb
PIGGIE PIE by Maggie Palatini 028.5 P154pp
PONDLARKER by Fred Gwynne 028.5 G995pk
PRINCESS AND THE PIZZA by Mary Jane Auch 028.5 A898pp
PRINCESS PRUNELLA AND THE PURPLE PEANUT by Margaret Atwood 028.5 A887p
PRINCESS SMARTYPANTS by Babette Cole 028.5 C689ps
PRINCIPAL’S NEW CLOTHES, THE by S. Calmenson 028.5 C164pn
PROG FRINCE: A MIXED UP TALE by C. Drew Lamm 028.5 L232pr
QUEEN WHO COULDN’T BAKE GINGERBREAD by Dorothy Van Woerkom 398.2094 V285qw
SLEEPING UGLY by Jane Yolen 028.5 Y54sy
SLEEPLESS BEAUTY by Frances Minters 028.5 M667sb
SMOKY MOUNTAIN ROSE: AN APPALACHIAN CINDERELLA by Alan Schroeder 398.20973 S381sm
SOMEBODY AND THE THREE BLAIRS by Marilyn Tolhurst 028.5 T649so
STINKY CHEESE MAN AND OTHER FAIRLY STUPID TALES by Jon Scieszka 028.5 S416s 1993
SWINE LAKE by James Marshall 028.5 M368sw
TATTERCOATS by Flora A. Steel 398.2094 S813sc
THREE LITTLE PIGS, THE by James Marshall 398.2094 M368pg
THREE LITTLE WOLVES AND THE BIG BAD PIG by Eugene Trivizas 028.5 T841tw
TRUE STORY OF THE THREE LITTLE PIGS by Jon Scieszka 028.5 S416tp
WILD WASHERWOMEN by John Yeoman 028.5 Y46wi
YO, HUNGRY WOLF: A NURSERY RAP by David Vozar 028.5 V977yh
ZEL by Donna Jo Napoli 813 N216z